Abstract: During the last decade of the previous century there have been discovered in the area of the Dobrujan Danube bank-on the beach situated between the villages Izvoarele (former Pârjoaia, Lipniţa commune, Constanţa county) and the spot Gura Canliei (Canlia, Lipniţa commune, Constanţa county),- accidentally, a series of arrowheads-monetary symbols (we have no information about the possible archaeological context or any other more precise data about the discovery place). Although the information are very few, we have considered necessary to introduce in the scientific circulation these discoveries taking into consideration the complexity of the present sites in the area, as well as the existence already in older discoveries of other monetary symbols (unfortunately also accidentally discovered). The samples present in the catalogue could have taken part from one storehouse, though we do not have this certitude. There are 9 fighting arrowheads and other monetary symbols (either specially cast in an olive tree shape-the first typological group- either transformed from fighting arrowheads to be used as monetary symbols-the second typological group-). There is to be noticed that there have been discovered in a Getic environment, near an important economical and trade centre, as well as near a crossing over the river during the pre-Roman and Roman period.